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About the Artist

Dorri Thyden has been involved in art projects for more than 20 years in Washington, D.C., California and 
Arizona. Inspired by the vibrant colors and larger than life landscapes of the southwest, she likes to create 
large, bright and vivid paintings with a creative perspective. She focuses on everyday objects or themes 
and applies a unique spin and massive splash of color.

Dorri developed her style with an eye towards simplicity. With a background in the legal industry and pol-
itics, she uses art to contradict the complexities of the world by creating unassuming, colorful images 
that convey myriad of messages. She usually paints using pure, bright colors, only occasionally mixing or 
graying colors and enjoys extending the lines of objects to illustrate a motion of colors. She uses color to 
inspire and believes that art can play a pivotal role in lifting spirits and balancing quality of life – not only by 
appreciating art but creating it.

Dorri holds a Bachelors degree in political science from Arizona State University and a Masters degree in 
International Security and Economic Policy from the University of Maryland.

Puerta’s Gallery

Puerta’s Gallery is an art gallery dedicated to creative expression, critical thinking and community engage-
ment.  By combining her experience in politics and civics with her love of art, Dorri opened Puerta’s Gallery 
to serve as a creative outlet for people to learn and engage in policy and politics through art.  A democracy 
can only work when its constituents are informed and active participants.  Sound bites from mainstream 
media and social media coupled with partisan rhetoric can often limit the depth and analysis of good in-
formation.  Knowing and understanding how to source and evaluate accurate and unbiased information is 
critical to a successful democracy. 

By focusing on political art, Puerta’s Gallery fosters a multidimensional and in-depth approach to evaluating 
ideas and perspectives through creative expression.   From cave paintings to pop art, the visual represen-
tations of ideas and information have always been used to communicate culture, ideas and historic events. 
Puerta’s Gallery looks to use art to encourage and foster an open mind and critical eye toward the ideas we 
share and the information we consume.
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Vote

Acrylic on Canvas
$1100

Party 
Pendulum

Acrylic on Canvas
$550

Republican 
Uniform 
Facade

Acrylic on Canvas
$450

American 
Liberty 
Stick-Up

Acrylic on Canvas
$800

Map = macro view of the US
Color Diversity = diversity among states / among populations
Vote = an ingrained ideology and responsibility that is the fabric of 
our democracy
Washed Background = a somewhat blurry or self-centered 
approach to the rest of the world

Lady Liberty = a representation of our freedoms, including the 2nd 
amendment
Revolver = the revolver pointed directly at the viewer is meant to 
“point a finger” at all of us and offer a situational awareness
Gun 2 = Gun 2 is pointed at whomever tries to get past Lady 
Liberty – maybe protective, or maybe using Liberty as a shield
White vs. Color Backgrounds = liberty (white background) 
signifies a positive benefit, whereas the color swirls around the 
guns signify an unmanaged or complicated consequence of a 
liberty

Suit & Tie = the structure, conservatism and discipline of the 
Republican party as a whole – the uniformity of the party
American Flag = Republicans use of patriotism to engage voters, 
including branding themselves as the party for the military/defense 
Green Elephant = the dedication to Republican ideals, and the 
focus on money and taxes

Donkey & Elephant = the entwined lines between political parties 
shown in a tangle and continuous struggle
Colorful Background = the extensive noise and issues that swirl 
around political party platforms

What Was I Thinking?Get Involved to Evolve

VOTE
break through 
the rhetoric

STAND for something

48” X 60”

48” X 24”

36” X 24”

30” X 48”



M.I.C. 
Camo

Acrylic on Canvas
$700

Hollow 
Party 
Monster

Acrylic on Canvas
$450

GOP DK

Acrylic on Canvas
$550

Border 
Fence

Acrylic on Canvas
$650

Apathy

Acrylic on Canvas
$1100

Red Elephant = the color of the republican party is red and the 
deviations of orange, pink etc. represent the many factions/dilutions 
of the GOP
Sinking Elephant Head = the years of division, moral 
compromises and ideological splits, the original GOP has become 
less relevant and “alive” – almost a fossil
Black Elephant Core = a growing inside out deterioration, a decay
Raven = darkness, death, disharmony, mischievousness, loud and 
frequent cries for attention

Multi-Color American Flag = the US is a diverse and beautiful 
patchwork of races, cultures, and religions 
Draining American Flag = apathy and a disinterest in participating 
in voting and other civic responsibilities which leads to the erosion 
of our democracy
Painting Size = apathy is a problem that can eventually kill 
democracy, so it is a BIG problem

Colorful People = the diverse population of immigrants 
Fence Transition = the long history of the literal and figurative 
fence between immigrants in the US
Painting Movement = the appearance of moving forward together, 
but in a fractured way

Elephant & Donkey = the icons of the Republican and Democratic 
parties
Black & White Colors =  the recent polarization and contrast of 
the political parties to the point of where arguments are void of 
substance
Colorful Mouth = the turmoil of issues and policies that are 
stewing and in need of attention  |  together, the donkey and the 
elephant have created a conjoined hollow monster.

Tank = the M.I.C. (military industrial complex) pointed at the viewer
Flowers = the ideals for peace and democracy that serves as the 
camouflage to advance military actions within the M.I.C.
Doves = the icon for peace and the movement in the painting – it 
can move circumstances in polarizing directions 

 
MOTIVES

CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY

substance matters

Engage 

embrace diversity

30” X 48”

36” X 18” (2pcs)

48” X 48”

40” X 30”

24” X 48”

Ques t i on



Media - 
Fatal 
Attraction

Acrylic on Canvas
$400

Trump 
Stamp

Acrylic on Canvas
$550

White 
House

Acrylic on Canvas
$250

Wonder 
Women

Acrylic on Canvas
$1300

Rabbit = the unhealthy obsession with something akin to the movie 
Fatal Attraction where the scorned mistress boils the rabbit
TV = the US obsession with TV and absorbing most all of their 
information from entertainment shows and sound bites
No Broadcast Signal Background = the dominance of a hallow 
substance of information absorbed through the TV media

This is a doozey. Let’s try to unpack this one.
Trump Tattoo = the “tramp stamp” or the “trump stamp” is meant to 
demonstrate the branding that is associated with Trump – it is an 
almost “sell out” or media whore type mentality – a departure from 
standards or values in order to benefit oneself or Trump
Hammer & Sickle Tattoo = Russia. Russia. Russia. It is meant to 
signify a throwback to the Putin USSR – a practice of deception and 
manipulation of information 
Female Tattoo = the misogynistic comments and actions of 
President Trump  - aka women are objects and trophies
Elephant Tattoo = the Republican party and their seemingly 
unwavering almost permanent commitment to President Trump -    
few if any have drifted from the president’s actions or decisions
Inc. & $ Tattoos = Money. Money. Money. The representation of 
greed and history of shady business dealings - the bottom line in 
business is money - the bottom line in government should be 
people
Snake Tattoo = snake oil salesman - con man |  a constant stream 
of white lies and manipulation
Capitol Building = the inactivity of the Republican congress sits 
quietly in the corner

White House = a more than two-hundred-year-old institution 
Grey & White Lines = a deterioration of the moral and ethical 
traditions of a core US institution
Bits of Color = hope surrounding the legacy government 
professionals and officials striving to ensure traditions and 
standards are protected and maintained

Variety of Women Faces = the diverse views, backgrounds, and 
cultures that continually define the strength of women
Super Hero Masks = the immense super powers of women – 
sometimes in public – many times behind the scenes
Colors = a celebration of the differences and beauty of women 
and their strengths 
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FIGHT for EQUALITY

keep LEARNING

*SIGH*

protect principles 

48” X 48”

24” X 24”

48” X 30”

24” X 30”



1619 E McDowell Road
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